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About This Game

Isomer is an isometric strategy game inspired by classic turn based games from the 90s and many other more recent survival
titles. It's open ended, sandbox and each world is procedurally generated leading to an almost unlimited number of different

worlds to explore, mine, loot and conquer.

You play the role of the commander of an alien force sent to a distant planet tasked with setting up a mining outpost. You land
with a dropship and a complement of minions who will mine for resources, build fortifications and blast any unwitting humans

who venture too close. Each world has it's own distribution of biomes, resources and enemy facilties staffed with angry
defenders keen on evicting you from their planet!

How long will you survive? What will you find on each world? How large will you build your base and armies?
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Title: Isomer
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Ionising Software
Publisher:
Ionising Software
Release Date: 11 Jul, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Pentium 4 3.0Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: A screen resolution of at least 1024x768

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Minimum dual core processor recommended

English
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Can't unselect a worker, can't scroll the map, can't build anything, can't figure out how to build anything, can't understand what
buildings are what, can't hover over anything to figure out what it is. Can't clear outside debris (unless you mine a hole). Can't
queue orders. It's always dark it seems like, can't figure out how to make anything that lights up the area. Just basically can't
figure out this game.

Things you can do: Mine, fight, get killed, trade with a supply ship, and build a dirt block.

Very first game, was instantly attacked, WTF, shouldn't you atleast be given a chance to learn it or get somewhere? Next game,
exactly the same thing. Same for third game. It absolutely pointless to try to get anywhere.

First three games I couldn't scroll the map, it was frustrating the hell out of me. But after I mined to the edge of the map, then I
couldn't stop scrolling.

Got stuck in some kind of fire mode, but ofcourse right click doesn't cancel anything, so couldn't get out of that mode or move
anybody else. Had to quit and start a new game just to be able to do anything, except shoot at my own people.

Oh and one more thing, your units randomly disappear when outside for absolutely no reason, one minute they're mining and
next they're just gone.

Enemy units will just randomly spawn around your ship.

How can any game be fun when you're constantly getting attacked and killed.

Games are supposed to be fun and enjoyable. This is not one of those.

This game is a lesson in frustration, because it will frustrate the hell out of you.. still really early yet but in time when more
things get added n maybe the odd change ere n there could be a gooden. used to play ufo for hours on end without boredom so
thumbs up n cant wait for updates.. I am not quite sure what to think of this game yet. On the one hand, it holds elements that
remind one of both Minecraft and old time XCOM games. One plays the aliens in a world populated by humans (who are kind
of a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but whatever). There is no clear cut goal in the game, and yet, there seems to
be one major one, build a base that the humans can't penetrate. Right now, I would say it is worth the ten dollars, but it will have
a limited life span if no updates come out.. Still no updates and in May now.... Definitely abandoned. Pity.. This would be a
great game if it had recieved the updates that it so desperately needed. It's a cool concept for a good price but the dev left
without a word with the game only a quarter finished. Most of the time I have logged was spent either trying to figure out what
the hell I am supposed to do or leaving the game running after I stormed out of the room when an engineer tunneled in and took
out my core. And who makes a game where the only save feature is to quit? It was a cool idea that do to lazieness and lack of
communication, became crap.. This game was very difficult to get into, mainly because of the poor graphics and leveling.. This
games got plenty of potential but the no. 1 thing which bugs me right now is the leveling (underground-above ground etc.) i just
got fed up when i was attacked and couldnt select my units even though i could see them because they were 1 block lower than
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the camera, then when i did select them and selected where the enemy was the aliens wouldnt move as they were on a different
level despite being able to reach the location if you raise your camera.

Overall the game needs to be updated (though this is still just an alpha) but could be a very fun game in the future and may only
recommend buying for the current price =)
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No news from dev since 6 month !!

Just don't buy this ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game.... cool game 9/10. No word from the Development team for... what... a year maybe?
Regardless, this game has been abandonded - Save your money as its not really playable in its current state and Steam should
remove this from their store!. so sad to say but its DEAD!!!!. Isomer is a great game that HAD potential... But unfortunatly the
Developer of Isomer is either dead or he has some other rubish excuse for not completing this great idea of a game. Hopefully
the Dev will be resurrected like jesus was but he can come back as developer jesus and finish the game he started to create.
Other than that i would say its a good purchase but its not worth it until the developer decides to use social interaction with the
people that payed to fund the creation of Isomer.. It was promising at first, but the dev abondoned it for years now.. DONT
BUY!!! THE DEV HAS ABANDONDED US AND THE GAME IS MEH!!!!!!
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